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Abstract. In this study, a real-time exible modular modeling approach to simulating the
dynamic behavior of gas turbine engines based on nonlinear thermodynamic and dynamic
laws is addressed. The introduced model, which is developed in the Matlab-Simulink
environment, is an object-oriented high-speed real-time computer model and is capable of
simulating the dynamic behavior of a broad group of gas turbine engines due to its modular
structure. Moreover, a Kalman �lter-based model tuning procedure is applied to decrease
the modeling errors. Modeling errors are de�ned as the mismatch between simulation
results and available experimental data. This tuning procedure is an underdetermined
estimation problem, where there are more tuning parameters than available measured
data. Here, an innovative approach to producing a tuning parameter vector is introduced.
This approach is based on seeking an optimal initial value for the Kalman �lter tuning
procedure. Three simulation studies are carried out in this paper to demonstrate the
advantages, capabilities, and performance of the proposed scheme. Furthermore, simulation
results are compared with manufacturers' published data and with the experimental results
gathered in either turbo-generator or turbo-compressor applications. The computational
time requirement of the model is discussed at the end of the paper.
© 2020 Sharif University of Technology. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Gas turbines enjoy widespread applications in jet en-
gines, turbo-generators, marine industries, and natural
gas transmission over long distances. These engines
generally consist of a multi-stage axial compressor, a
combustion chamber, and an axial turbine and operate
in the Brayton cycle [1]. Based on the number of shafts,
gas turbines are categorized into two distinct types [1]
(Figure 1). Due to its diverse applications, gas tur-
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bine modeling is essential in the design, development,
control, and condition monitoring of such a complex
system.

During the last few decades, based on various
applications and limitations, several models have been
introduced for gas turbines in either frequency do-
main [2] or time domain [3]. These models are
presented in three general approaches: black-box, gray-
box, and white-box. In the �rst approach, the model
is obtained using some paired input-output data [4{
7]. In doing so, the internal structure of the system is
neglected. Gray-box modeling is the second approach,
in which a speci�c physical structure is considered and
each part/subsystem is represented by some identi�ed
or empirical models (for example, see [8,9]). The
third approach, i.e., white-box modeling, is based
on the governing dynamic and thermodynamic laws
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Figure 1. Single-shaft and twin-shaft gas turbines.

that make it more complex, yet more reliable. In
addition, the internal structure has a real physical
interpretation that can be rearranged and tuned for
almost all gas turbines. Thermodynamic laws that are
often involved in gas turbines modeling [10] consist of
mass, energy, and momentum conservation laws. Due
to their inherent accuracy, these models are the best
choice for simulation purposes and data generation.

Component Level Models (CLM) constitute a
group of gas turbine white-box models (for example,
see [11{15]), in which a complete dynamic model is
obtained by arranging separately developed component
models beside each other. However, some data are
transferred among these components as feed-forward
or feedback signals. CLMs are also known as modular
models. In a comprehensive manner, in some gas
turbine modular modeling papers like [11], modeling
details have been left out. In some other papers
such as [13,14], the cooling e�ect was not considered
in turbine expansion; in studies such as [15,16], the
volume dynamic e�ect was not completely modeled as
in this paper. Besides modeling, model tuning should
also be emphasized as a vital step in obtaining a valid
model.

Model tuning is achieved through parameter es-
timation [17,18] and �ne-tuning of Tuning Parameters
(TPs) embedded in the model to tackle the uncertain-
ties (for example, see [19,20], on gas turbine model
tuning). The most useful parameter estimation method
is the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) [21], which can
estimate TPs in a real-time fashion. The EKF has a
unique solution for an observable system with enough
measured data, while the number of measurements in
a gas turbine is typically lower than that of uncertain
TPs. Thus, it is an underdetermined estimation
problem with no unique solution. An approach to
countering this problem is to estimate a subset of TPs
detected that are more e�ective in available measured

data. To this end, the subset vector, s, can be produced
as a linear combination of TP vector, b, as s = Xb.
In [22], the transformation matrix, X, was selected by
applying singular value decomposition, whereas an op-
timization routine was proposed for the same purpose
in [23]. In [22], the elements of the transformation
matrix comprised zeros and ones; therefore, some TPs
were left unchanged, which could considerably decrease
the modeling error. In [23], the transformation matrix
was iteratively optimized to minimize the modeling
error. At each iteration, the transformation matrix, X,
was updated as the optimization variable, the vector s
was subsequently computed by the use of the EKF,
and the corresponding modeling error was calculated
using pseudo-inverse of X. Now, the question is: What
will happen if the EKF is used for an underdetermined
problem? In response, the solution depends on the ini-
tial vector of TPs. In this case, the EKF initial vector
could be the optimization variable. This approach is
the main contribution of this paper.

In this paper, a detailed approach to modu-
lar modeling and dynamic simulation of gas turbine
engines is introduced, which is easy to understand,
straightforward to rebuild, applicable to various gas
turbine architectures, rapid to respond, and su�ciently
accurate. Afterward, an innovative model tuning pro-
cedure is discussed, in which an optimization routine
including the EKF is utilized to adjust the vector of
TPs embedded in the model. Finally, a comprehensive
case study on a twin-shaft gas turbine is presented for
model validation.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The
gas turbine employed in the case study is introduced in
Section 2. In Section 3, the modeling procedure and
the relevant equations are presented and, in the sequel,
the model tuning and the optimal tuner selection are
discussed. Simulation results and model validation are
addressed in Section 5; �nally, the concluding remarks
are presented in Section 6.

2. Gas turbine description

An industrial twin-shaft compact light-weight gas tur-
bine manufactured by Siemens Industrial Turboma-
chinery is examined as the case study to evaluate and
validate the developed model (discussed in Section 3).
This gas turbine, namely SGT-600, is employed in
both �elds of power generation and mechanical drive
applications. Its mechanical structure consists of a
ten-stage axial compressor rotating on a common shaft
with a two-stage turbine. Variable Inlet Guide Vanes
(VIGVs) are located in the �rst two stages of the
compressor to adjust the air mass ow rate. The outlet
ow of the �rst turbine to the second two-stage power
turbine rotating on a separate shaft is conducted.

The control system of this gas turbine is a
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Table 1. Nominal design point speci�cations of
SGT-600 [24].

Parameter Value

Output power (MW) 24.77
Thermal e�ciency (%) 34.2
Compressor pressure ratio 14
Exhaust gas temperature (K) 816
Exhaust mass ow rate (kg/s) 80.4
Gas generator rotational speed (rpm) 9705
Power turbine rotational speed (rpm) 7700

combination of several limiters besides a Proportional-
Integral (PI) stabilizing controller. Limiters are
considered to keep the gas turbine operating point
in the prede�ned safe and stable zone of operation.
The PI controller is also designed to adjust fuel ow,
as the main control variable, to stabilize the output
variables such as the power turbine's rotational speed
or output power. The other control variable is the
position of VIGVs controlled in an open-loop manner,
such that the VIGV position is just a function of the
gas generator's rotational speed. The speci�cations
of nominal design point performance are listed in
Table 1 [24], and the explanation of the control system
is available in [25].

3. Modeling

The developed mathematical model is a CLM with
a modular representation of gas turbine components.
A detailed explanation of equations is discussed in
this section. The iterative nature of calculations
employed for dynamic modeling does not deteriorate
the model performance and the convergence is achieved
su�ciently rapidly. Furthermore, changes are easily
made to such a modular model, and the behavior of a
broad group of gas turbines can be simulated by the
edition, addition, or deletion of components.

3.1. Model setup
The model is developed in Matlab-Simulink as an
object-oriented tool for modular modeling. Almost
all the components are modeled by a combination
of two blocks. One block is designed to simulate
the static behavior of the component as a volume-
less element, and the other one, namely \plenum", is
employed to consider the unsteady mass and energy
balance of the component in order to represent its
dynamic behavior. Commonly, temperature, pressure,
and molar fractions of inlet and outlet ows of each
component are considered as the input and output
variables, respectively. The other input variable is the
outlet mass ow rate of the next component applied as
a feedback (see Figure 2). Furthermore, to satisfy the

Figure 2. Common I/O in gas path components of the
model.

governing equations of rotor dynamics, blocks related
to the rotating shafts treat the rotating speed and
torque as Input/Output (I/O).

As presented in Figure 3, the main modules of a
twin-shaft gas turbine model consist of a compressor, a
combustion chamber, a gas generator turbine, a power
turbine, shafts, and governor subsystems, each of which
involves a set of sub-modules.

3.2. Thermodynamic properties
The instantaneous thermodynamic properties of
gaseous stream depend on its instantaneous temper-
ature and composition. Gas ow composition is taken
into account by applying its chemical components'
molar fraction, undergoing changes in the combustion
process and, also, in mixing with other previously split
streams such as cooling air. The primary ow entering
the gas turbine is assumed to be fresh air with the
composition listed in Table 2 [26].

As argued in [27], CnH2(n+1) can be considered as
the structural formula of alkanes. Due to the swirling
of excessive air involved in the reactions taking place
in the combustor, a complete combustion process is
assumed as in Reaction (1). Subsequently, the molar
fractions of the main stream after combustion are
obtained through Eqs. (2):

CnH2(n+1) +
3n+ 1

2
O2 ! nCO2 + (n+ 1)H2O; (1)

y2
N2

=
y1

N2

1 +
�n+1

2

�
xf
; (2a)

Table 2. Fresh air composition [26].

Air composition Molar fraction (%)

N2 78.076

O2 20.945

Ar 0.934

CO2 0.035

H2O 0.010
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Figure 3. Main modules of a twin-shaft gas turbine model.

y2
Ar =

y1
Ar

1 +
�n+1

2

�
xf
; (2b)

y2
O2

=
y1

O2
� � 3n+1

2

�
xf

1 +
�n+1

2

�
xf

; (2c)

y2
CO2

=
y1

CO2
+ nxf

1 +
�n+1

2

�
xf
; (2d)

y2
H2O =

y1
H2O + (n+ 1)xf
1 +

�n+1
2

�
xf

; (2e)

where xf is the molar ow rate ratio of the involved
alkane to the main stream and is computed in the
following:

xf =
_mCnH2(n+1)=MCnH2(n+1)

_ma=Ma
: (3)

For di�erent fuel compositions (with several alkanes),
new molar fractions after combustion can be obtained
through a partially modi�ed version of Eqs. (2). Molar
fractions after the mixing process can be obtained using
Eq. (4), in which subscript indices a1 and a2 represent
two gaseous streams before mixing.

y2
i =

(y1
i )a1

�
_ma1
Ma1

�
+ (y1

i )a2

�
_ma2
Ma2

�
_ma1
Ma1

+ _ma2
Ma2

;

i = N2;Ar;O2;CO2;H2O: (4)

To evaluate the thermodynamic properties of the
stream, i.e., speci�c heat and total enthalpy, the
following polynomial laws of total temperature [28] are
used:

Cp(T ) = R
X
i

yiCpi(T )
Ri

;

i = N2;Ar;O2;CO2;H2O; (5a)

Cpi(T ) = Ri
5X
j=1

ai;jT (j�1); (5b)

h(T ) = R
X
i

yihi(T )
Ri

;

i = N2;Ar;O2;CO2;H2O; (6a)

hi(T ) = Ri

0@ai;6 +
5X
j=1

ai;j
j
T j
1A : (6b)

By considering a di�erent composition for the gas
turbine inlet air, it is possible to study the inuence
of the ambient air humidity and, also, water or steam
injection on the overall performance of a gas turbine.

3.3. Plenum
The unsteady mass and energy balance of each com-
ponent is modeled considering an adiabatic capacity
besides its main block. A plenum is placed in the
blocks of the compressor, combustion chamber, and
turbine stages. Mass and energy conservation laws for
a one-dimensional ow in the plenum are respectively
as follows:

dm
dt

= _min � _mout; (7)

dU
dt

= ( _mh)in � ( _mh)out : (8)
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The heat energy ows and the work terms are not taken
into account. Considering that U = mCvT , Eq. (8) is
reformulated as follows:

dU
dt

= C�T
dm
dt

+mC�
dT
dt

= ( _mh)in � ( _mh)out : (9)

Since m = ��p and  = Cp=C� , the combination of
Eqs. (7) and (9) results in the following:

dT
dt

=


�Cp�p
(( _mh)in�( _mh)out)+

T
��p

( _mout� _min) :
(10)

The ideal gas equation, i.e., P = �RT , and the density
de�nition, i.e., m = ��p, are used along with Eqs. (7)
and (10) to determine another state equation governing
the total pressure as follows:

dP
dt

=�R
dT
dt

+
RT
�p

dm
dt

=
R
Cp�p

(( _mh)in�( _mh)out) :
(11)

3.4. Compressor
The compressor block is composed of two sub-blocks.
The �rst one implements the steady state compressor
characteristic curves and depicts the quasi-steady be-
havior of the compressor. A plenum is placed as the
second sub-block, which calculates output temperature
and pressure. The characteristic curves, which are
developed by computational uid dynamics methods
for a �nite number of operating points, are applied to
calculate the mass ow rate and isentropic e�ciency
of the compressor as a function of pressure ratio and
corrected rotational speed as Eq. (12). Implementing
these curves requires numerical interpolation, as dis-
cussed in Subsection 3.9.

( _mc; �c) = f (Tin; Pin; Pout; !c) : (12)

The required mechanical torque of the compressor (qc)
is calculated as a function of its rotational speed (!c)
as follows [10]:

qc =
_mc(hout � hin)

!c
: (13)

The outlet temperature of the compressor before in-
cluding the dynamic e�ects in plenum block is calcu-
lated [10] as follows:

Tc = Tin

"
1 +

1
�c

 
Pout
Pin

(��1)=�
� 1

!#
; (14)

where � is evaluated at �T = (Tin + Tc)=2.

3.5. Combustion chamber
The block of a combustion chamber also contains a
plenum along with two other sub-blocks, whichare
located to calculate the mass ow rate and the
combustion temperature rise. The mass ow rate is

Figure 4. Combustion temperature rise versus the
fuel-to-air ratio and inlet air temperature.

calculated by Eq. (15), in which the coe�cients, a, b
are dependent on the temperature and pressure of the
inlet stream. Outlet mass ow rate is simply obtained
by adding the fuel mass ow rate to _mcc.

_mcc = a
�

1�p1 + b(Pin � Pout)
�
: (15)

The temperature rise is calculated using lookup tables,
available in references like [29], prepared for various
typical fuel compositions. Figure 4 illustrates one
sample plot of temperature rise versus the fuel-to-
air ratio and inlet ow temperature. These lookup
tables are originated from the following energy balance
equation considering the fact that the combustion
process is adiabatic and has no work transfer [1].

( _min + _mf )CPcc (Tcc � 298) + _mf�h25

= _minCPin(Tin � 298) + _mfCPf (Tf � 298): (16)

Parameter �h25 in Eq. (16) is the enthalpy of combus-
tion at a reference temperature of 25�C with vaporized
water in the reaction products (since products' temper-
ature is undoubtedly above the dew point). Moreover,
CPcc(CPin) is the mean speci�c heat of combustion
products over the range of 298 K to Tcc(Tin). The
second term on the right-hand side of this equation is
negligible due to the small amount of _mf with respect
to _min, in addition to a small di�erence between Tf
and the reference temperature. Through this equation,
a lookup table could be generated to estimate the
temperature rise of the combustion process as follows:

Tcc = Tin + �T
�

_mf

_min
; Tin

�
: (17)

3.6. Turbine
The stream owing through the turbine stages is cooled
in both stator vanes and rotor blades. To consider
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the cooling e�ects on gas turbine performance, the
proposed scheme by El-Masri [30], which has been
applied in [15,16], is employed, in which enthalpy drop
is found by mass and energy balances as follows:

hout =
_minhin + _mcoolhcool

_min + _mcool
: (18)

Furthermore, mixing pressure loss is calculated using
Eq. (19), where the coe�cient Y is the momentum loss
parameter and is set to 0.15 for stator vanes and 0.2
for rotor blades [31]:

�P
P

= Y
_mcool

_ma

�
1 +

Ma

Mcool

�
: (19)

Thus, four sub-blocks are considered for modeling each
turbine stage. Cooling e�ects, based on Eqs. (18)
and (19), are taken into account for vanes and blades
in the �rst and third blocks, respectively. In the
second block, the steady state turbine characteristics
are used to obtain the mass ow rate and isentropic
e�ciency of the turbine as a function of pressure ratio
along with a corrected rotational speed as in Eq. (20).
Numerical interpolation (discussed in Subsection 3.9) is
also necessary for working with turbine characteristics.
A plenum is considered as the fourth sub-block to
take the dynamic behavior of outlet temperature and
pressure into account.

( _mt; �t) = g (Tin; Pin; Pout; !t) : (20)

The torque generated in each stage is another output
variable of this block, which is computed through the
following equation [10]:

qt =
_mt (hin � hout)

!t
: (21)

Moreover, the static outlet temperature of the turbine
stage is obtained as follows [10]:

Tt = Tin

"
1 + �t

 
Pout
Pin

(��1)=�
� 1

!#
; (22)

where � is evaluated at �T = (Tin + Tt)=2.

3.7. Rotating shafts
The dynamic behavior of each shaft is simply modeled
by its angular momentum equilibrium. The angular
acceleration of the shaft is proportional to the net
torque delivered by considering loads and mechanical
e�ciency as follows:

d!s
dt

=
1
Js

0B@�m X
Turbine
Stages

qti � qc � ql
1CA ; (23)

where Js represents the angular moment of inertia
of the shaft. Furthermore, the e�ect of power losses
and mechanical friction is considered via mechanical
e�ciency �m.

3.8. Governor
Since this paper does not deal with the design and
evaluation of the turbine control system, the governor is
simply regarded as a PI stabilizing controller, in which
fuel mass ow rate is adjusted to regulate the rotational
speed of the power turbine. Furthermore, the fuel valve
dynamics along with the fuel ow dynamics is simply
simulated [32] as follows:

T.F. =
1

0:07s+ 1
� 1

0:1s+ 1
; (24)

where 1
0:07s+1 is the valve positioner transfer function,

and 1
0:1s+1 represents the fuel ow dynamics. The

corresponding formulation is adopted from [32] while
the constants, 0.07 and 0.1, are derived from the time
constants of the fuel system dynamics.

3.9. Interpolation
Compressor and turbine characteristic curves are avail-
able only for a �nite number of operating points. For
example, in an axial compressor, for each prede�ned
corrected rotational speed, there are two curves that
specify the relationships among pressure ratio, mass
ow rate, and isentropic e�ciency. For rotational
speeds between the prede�ned values, interpolation is
essential. �-lines interpolation method [16] is applied,
in which an o�ine calculation routine is performed to
map any prede�ned point of (!; PR) to a new point of
(�; �) in the transformed domain as follows:

� =
! � !min

!max � !min
; (25)

� =
PR� PRmin(!)

PRmax(!)� PRmin(!)
; (26)

where, for example, for an axial air compressor,
PRmin(!) and PRmax(!) are the minimum and maxi-
mum admissible pressure ratios (referred to as choking
and surging lines) of the compressor, respectively,
operating at the rotational speed, !.

In this way, all the available data within the
compressor or turbine operating regime can be trans-
formed into normalized three-dimensional Cartesian
coordinates, in which linear interpolation could be
possible. This method relies on the data generated
by o�ine calculations and, therefore, is well suited for
real-time interpolation.

The interpolation routine follows a sequence,
where each step decrements the dimension of the data
by one. The interpolation of rotational speeds, as the
�rst variable, generates a 2D dataset for the desired
speed. This step is illustrated in Figure 5, in which
the new constant speed line (red marked line) is inter-
polated between two prede�ned speed lines. The next
step involves PR interpolation, in which a 1D dataset
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Figure 5. Speed line interpolation with �-lines method.

is obtained to determine the corresponding mass ow
rate or isentropic e�ciency. The interpolation in this
step takes place between the points at the intersection
of the red line and �-lines, shown in Figure 5.

4. Model tuning

Simulations of the developed model have generally
resulted in a rational behavior of the gas turbine;
however, results inevitably do not exactly match the
experimental data. Any mismatch may be due to:

� Model ine�cacies in predicting complex phenomena
such as combustion;

� Parametric errors, e.g., in cooling mass ow rate;
� Imprecise compressor and turbine characteristics;
� Manufacturing tolerances or gas turbine aging;
� Modeling simpli�cations.

To reduce such mismatches, eleven TPs are de�ned
and included in the model. Ten TPs are applied to
make a small shift in the characteristic curves of the
compressor and four turbine stages. Five out of ten
TPs are allocated to mass ow rates and the other
�ve TPs to e�ciency. An additional TP is used to
correct the combustion e�ciency. TPs are located in
an additive way, and a zero vector is presumed as the
nominal value.

As stated in Section 1, due to the lack of sensors,
the estimation problem is underdetermined and has no
unique solution. Considering a unique initial vector for
the EKF, it would converge to a unique solution for an
underdetermined estimation problem. The innovative
methodology proposed in this paper is to seek the
best solution by optimizing the EKF initial vector.
Employing the EKF requires a linearized model of the
gas turbine. Therefore, a linear state space model is
derived from the presented nonlinear model via the

linearize MATLAB function, which generates an LTI
model of a nonlinear Simulink model at a given trim
point as follows:(

_x = Ax+Bu+Gw
y = Cx+Du+ Lw

(27)

in which x, u, y, and w represent the states, inputs,
outputs, and TPs, respectively. This model is used to
extract @y

@w = �CA�1G + L (in steady state) to be
implemented in the EKF.

The EKF is used to minimize the mean squared
error of the model, which is the average of the squares
of the normalized errors of 1� g(uk; wk)=dk by the use
of sample pairs of the known input and the desired out-
put, (uk; dk), presuming the following representation of
the gas turbine model:(

wk+1 = wk + rk
dk = g(uk; wk) + ek

(28)

where g(:) corresponds to the developed nonlinear
model of the gas turbine and rk is the process noise
de�ned as rk � N(0; Q). The general EKF algorithm
for parameter estimation [21] can be applied as follows:

� The initial vector of TPs (w0) and the covariance
matrix of TPs (P0) are estimated;

� The covariance matrices of arti�cial process noise
and observation noise, i.e., Q and R, are de�ned;

� In each step 1 � k � N , TPs are updated using the
following equations:

P�k = Pk�1 +Q; (29)

Kk = P�k Cwk T
�
Cwk P

�
k C

w
k
T +R

��1
; (30)

wk = wk�1 +Kk (d� g (uk�1; wk�1)) ; (31)

Pk = (I �KkCwk )P�k ; (32)

where:

Cwk , @g (uk�1; w)
@w

����
w=wk�1

=�CA�1G+L:

The EKF algorithm is implemented iteratively in
the proposed routine for optimizing the EKF initial
vector, which includes the following steps:

1. Specify TPs to be tuned;
2. Generate an initial guess for the EKF initial vector

(wi0);
3. Carry out the EKF algorithm to obtain the corre-

sponding vector of tuned TPs (wiN );
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4. Calculate the prede�ned modeling error (e.g., mean
squared error):
a) If the modeling error is acceptable, return the

optimal value of the EKF initial vector (w�0) and
the corresponding optimal tuned vector of TPs
(w�);

b) Else, update the EKF initial vector (wi+1
0 ) via

the MATLAB lsqnonlin function and return to
step 3;

By comparing the proposed tuning methodology
with the presented scheme in [23], the following signif-
icant points are remarkable:

� The tuned values of TPs obtained by each under-
determined estimation method are not the same as
the truth values;

� The time-consuming pseudo inverse calculation
in [23] is eliminated in the proposed approach;

� Due to the implementation of the transformation
matrix, X, in [23], the initial vector of the unknown
parameters, s, should be de�ned in a way that the
corresponding TPs are physically applicable in the
model. Therefore, the initial vector of the unknown
parameters should be a zero vector, and the TPs
can only be de�ned in an additive way, while, in the
proposed method, it is possible to de�ne the TPs in
either additive or multiplicative way;

� The EKF produces the tuned values of TPs as a
local minimum around the initial vector of the EKF,
which is assumed to be the optimization variable
in the proposed methodology. Thus, based on the
process knowledge, constraints could be imposed on
the optimization of the EKF initial vector to obtain
the optimal tuned values in a desired range. For
example, the combustion chamber e�ciency could
be constrained to be less than its nominal value,
which is ideally considered to be in the best possible
situation. The proposed method in [23] does not
have this capability since the unknown vector does
not have a physical interpretation.

5. Simulation results

To study the behavior of the developed model, the
SGT-600 twin-shaft gas turbine, introduced in Sec-
tion 2, is considered as a case study. Its physical
parameters and characteristics are embedded in the
model and three di�erent conditions are simulated to
evaluate the proposed tuning procedure.

The �rst simulation involves modeling the behav-
ior of the gas turbine under steady-state conditions in
a range of ambient temperatures between 0�C to 30�C.
In this case, the tuning procedure is used using seven
steady-state operating points associated with a step

Table 3. Main assumptions of the 1st simulation [33].

Parameter Value

Ambient pressure (kPa) 101.325

Output shaft speed (rpm) 7700

Inlet pressure loss (mbar) 5

Outlet pressure loss (mbar) 5

Figure 6. Output power demand set-point [33].

of 5�C at ambient temperature. Assumptions listed
in Table 3 along with output power demand shown
in Figure 6, which are declared in the gas turbine
manufacturer's published data [33], are employed as
model inputs. Only the measured datasets from three
sensors including turbine outlet mass ow rate, heat
rate, and turbine outlet temperature are used to tune
eleven TPs. The simulation results of the tuned
model in comparison with the manufacturer's data are
depicted in Figure 7, in which acceptable conformity to
a small mismatch is observed. The tuning procedure
has thus reduced the modeling error from 9:52� 10�5

to 4:35�10�10. Simulation results show that although
the output power demand of the gas turbine model
decreases at higher ambient temperatures, the turbine
outlet temperature increases and the lower turbine
outlet mass ow rate is required. Furthermore, the gas
turbine e�ciency drops by the ambient temperature
rise, which is equivalent to the heat rate increment
illustrated in Figure 7. Since normalized errors are min-
imized in the tuning procedure, all the three outputs
are tuned similarly, while a more accurate tuning of one
speci�c output is achievable by including a multiplier
weight larger than one for the corresponding output in
the modeling error.

For the second case, the experimental dataset
has been directly collected by the author under the
supervision of Natural Iranian Gas Company (NIGC)
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Figure 7. Simulation results versus ambient temperature for power demand changes (Figure 6) for SGT-600 employed as
a turbo-generator in comparison with the manufacturer's published data.

Figure 8. Output power demand set-point change. The
experimental data have been collected by the author from
a test rig located in Rey OCGT power plant [34].

along with Turbotec Corporation from a Test Rig
located in Rey OCGT Power Plant [34] in IR Iran.
This data has been extracted every two seconds from
a practical test of the SGT-600 gas turbine as a turbo-
generator, in which the output power demand changes
from about 15.3 MW to 20.8 MW (Figure 8), while
the output shaft speed is kept at 7737 rpm. Ambient
temperature and pressure at site are about 19�C and
89 kPa, respectively. The model mismatch in two
steady-state conditions shown in Figure 8 is minimized
by the tuning procedure, by which the modeling error
has reduced from 4:57 � 10�4 to 1:01 � 10�11. The
simulation results in comparison with experimental
data are depicted in Figure 9, in which the tuned
gas turbine behavior follows the experimental data
su�ciently well. Furthermore, the tuned values of TPs
are listed in Table 4, almost all of which are too close
to zero, showing that the nominal dynamic model is
considerably accurate.

The other model tuning is performed based on the
experimental data of the same gas turbine, i.e., SGT-
600, used as a turbo-compressor in Neyzar natural gas
compressor station [35] located near Qom in IR Iran.

Table 4. Tuned values of tuning parameters (2nd
simulation).

Tuning parameters Tuned values

Compressor mass ow +0.041

1st turbine stage mass ow {0.034

2nd turbine stage mass ow {0.008

3rd turbine stage mass ow +0.002

4th turbine stage mass ow +0.003

Compressor e�ciency +0.017

1st turbine stage e�ciency +0.006

2nd turbine stage e�ciency +0.015

3rd turbine stage e�ciency +0.005

4th turbine stage e�ciency +0.008

Combustion chamber e�ciency {0.020

The required dataset also has been directly collected by
the author under the supervision of NIGC along with
Turbotec Corporation. The power consumer, in this
case, is a gas compressor that consumes the power as
a function of its rotational speed and outlet to inlet
pressure ratio. This function is extracted from the
gas compressor characteristics and embedded in the
model as the load module. The trend of changes in the
gas compressor's rotational speed and pressure ratio
is illustrated in Figure 10. Ambient temperature and
pressure at site have been measured at about 27�C and
81 kPa, respectively. The experimental data have been
recorded about every 6.24 seconds. Simulation results
and experimental data are compared in Figure 11,
in which an appropriate matching is obtained. In
this case, minimizing the model mismatch error at
three operating points has been targeted in the tuning
procedure, in which the corresponding error is reduced
from 7:68� 10�4 to 1:98� 10�11.

To report the average computation time per
solution step of the model, an arbitrary simulation
of SGT-600 is performed again on a PC featuring
3.10 GHz Core i5 with 8 GB RAM, running windows
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Figure 9. Comparison of the simulation and experimental results in response to load set-point change (Figure 8) for
SGT-600 employed as a turbo-generator. The experimental data have been collected by the author from a test rig located
in Rey OCGT power plant [34].

Figure 10. Trend of changes in the gas compressor's rotational speed and pressure ratio. The experimental data have
been collected by the author from Neyzar natural gas compressor station [35].

7. The simulation step size is considered 0.02 second,
which corresponds to the sampling period used by the
governor of SGT-600. An average computation time
per solution step of about 2.5 ms is obtained, which
means that the model runs faster than what is essential
for a real-time simulation. Therefore, 17.5 ms remains
unused, which can be dedicated to a complex control
algorithm, such as the model predictive control, to
generate a more e�ective control signal.

6. Conclusions

A novel procedure to obtain a nonlinear dynamic
model for simulating an arbitrary gas turbine engine as
an object-oriented computer program was presented.
The presented model is computationally e�cient and
makes it suitable to perform real-time simulations.
Furthermore, its modular structure makes it highly
intuitive and, thus, capable enough to simulate the
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Figure 11. Comparison of the simulation and experimental results in response to load set-point change (Figure 10) for
SGT-600 employed as a turbo-compressor. The experimental data have been collected by the author from Neyzar natural
gas compressor station [35].

dynamic behavior of a great number of gas turbines
by assembling di�erent components with di�erent ar-
rangements. The introduced model is applicable to the
following cases:

� Risk-free costless gas turbine simulation and perfor-
mance study;

� Design, test, and tuning of gas turbine control
systems;

� Fast noiseless data generation under various condi-
tions;

� Faulty data generation by intentionally embedded
faults;

� Obtaining linear local models by their linearization.

Afterwards, an innovative model tuning approach was
introduced, in which an underdetermined estimation
problem was solved on the basis of the EKF initial
vector optimization. Suitable results were obtained
using the proposed modeling approach along with the
proposed model tuning scheme. To this end, the
simulation of a twin shaft gas turbine under three
di�erent working conditions was studied. In each
case, simulation results were compared with the ex-
perimental data that were gathered either from the
manufacturer's published data or the gas turbines in
service at sites.

Nomenclature

Symbols

Cp Speci�c heat at constant pressure
(J/kg K)

Cv Speci�c heat at constant volume (J/kg
K)

h Total enthalpy (J/kg)
J Moment of Inertia (kg.m2)
m Mass (kg)
M Molar mass (g/mol)
_m Mass ow rate (kg/s)
P Total pressure (Pa)
PR Pressure ratio
q Torque (Nm)
R Gas constant (J/kg K)
t Time (s)
T Total temperature (K)
U Internal energy (J)

� Volume (m3)
V Velocity (m/s)
y Molar fraction
 Speci�c heat ratio
� Isentropic e�ciency
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� Density (kg/m3)
! Rotational speed (rad/s)

Subscripts

a Air
c Compressor
cc Combustion chamber
cool Cooling ow
f Fuel
in Inlet
l Load
m Mechanical
out Outlet
p Plenum
s Shaft
t Turbine
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